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Abstract
In this paper I use international diff erences in disability rates as a window to 
address the question how national culture infl uences a nation’s understanding and 
practice of disability. I apply the well-established distinction between individual-
istic and collectivistic cultures to explore the relationship between culture and 
disability rates. I argue and fi nd support for the hypothesis that individualistic 
cultures exhibit higher rates of disability. In the second part I add cultural and 
institutional detail to the account. While individualistic and collectivist cultures 
both value assistance to the disabled, only the Western individualist tradition pro-
duces a rights-based approach to disability.
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Introduction

Disability has become a worldwide concern. Over the past two decades a 
far-reaching consensus has emerged that non-recognition of a person’s dis-
ability is a major roadblock on the way toward full inclusion of all persons. 
However, the growing global awareness notwithstanding, disability con-
tinues to be viewed diff erently by diff erent cultures and societies, a fact 
that is refl ected in disability rates that range from upwards of 14% in the 
USA to a low 2% in Singapore or Japan (see table 1).

Understanding the causes of these disparities is important from both a 
theoretical and a policy perspective. Th e persistence of diff erent rates in 
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Table 1
Individualism/Collectivism, SES, and disability

Individualism HDI /SES
Develop

Disabled
(% of age cohort) 

Mean
(S.D.) 

50.3
(24.7)

0.83
(0.15)

4.7
(5.6)

Australia 90 0.93 7.0
Austria 55 0.96 6.4
Brazil 38 0.74 0.4
Canada† 80 0.98 6.9
Chile 23 0.86 2.2
China 20 0.72 3.0
Colombia 13 0.81 0.7
El Salvador 19 0.5 1.6
Finland 63 0.92 7.1
France 71 0.92 3.85
Germany 67 0.96 6.0
Greece 35 0.88 1.29
India 48 0.44 0.2
Italy 76 0.91 3.5
Japan 46 1.0 1.6
Mexico 30 0.78 1.76
Netherlands 80 0.98 4.5
New Zealand 79 0.94 11.0
Pakistan 14 0.42 0.5
Panama 11 0.8 1.3
Peru 16 0.64 1.3
Philippines 32 0.67 1.3
Singapore 20 0.9 0.4
S. Africa 65 0.73 0.5
Sweden 71 0.99 8.0
Switzerland 68 0.92 5.43
Th ailand 20 0.69 1.4
Turkey 37 0.75 0.31
UK 89 0.96 12.2
US 91 0.94 14.0
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countries that are otherwise on comparable socio-economic trajectories 
poses an interesting challenge to theories of modernization and globaliza-
tion, some of which predict a trend towards institutional convergence, 
especially in education. Hardly less important are the implications of a 
comparative analysis for social and education policy. For example, some 
argue that disability is ‘over-diagnosed’ in the US due to perverse incen-
tives that reward parents, professionals, pharmaceutical companies, and 
even students for being classifi ed with a disability (Zernike 1997a, b). On 
the other hand, disability advocates argue that the comparatively high rate 
of diagnosis refl ects the successful struggle of disabled minorities to receive 
the kind of recognition and assistance that has long been due to them.

Th ese diff erent views are refl ected in daily tugs of war over implementa-
tion. In the US there is hardly a school district that is not, at any given 
point, entangled in costly legal proceedings over what constitutes the ‘least 
restrictive environment’ for a particular student. Often, the controversy 
pits parents seeking specialized treatment for their child against school 
districts insisting that they are readily equipped to provide the ‘least restric-
tive’ environment for the student. Meanwhile parents of non-disabled stu-
dents often complain that their children’s learning suff ers because of the 
many resources absorbed by special needs instruction. Despite these criti-
cisms and misgivings, there is no serious challenge to the policy of inclu-
sion and the standard of ‘least restrictive environment’ represented by the 
1975 EAHC (Education for All Handicapped Children), later relabeled 
IDEA (Individuals with Disabilities Act). More importantly for this study, 
since the successful implementation of a new, rights-based disability policy 
in the United States, other countries with often very diff erent cultural tra-
ditions are under pressure to follow suit.

Disability as a Cultural Construct

In light of its theoretical and practical import, cross-cultural research on 
disability and disability policy seems particularly promising. Because the 
idea of “disability” is so obviously shaped by cultural and societal norms 
and expectations, cross-cultural research should enable us to zero in on the 
assumptions and standards that enter into the process of social construc-
tion. Ruth Benedict (1934) in her paper “Anthropology and the Abnor-
mal” argued that rather than dealing with questions of why abnormalities 
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occurred or how they could be treated, the whole notion of abnormality as 
a cultural phenomenon should instead be put under scrutiny. Similarly, 
Nora Groce (1999) points out:

As an anthropologist, it is always tempting to list dozens of interesting exam-
ples of the diff erent ways in which societies have interpreted what constitutes 
a disability and what it means to be disabled. However, it is equally important 
to establish some frameworks within which such beliefs and practices can be 
better understood. (1999:4)

In this paper I explore the potential of a cross-cultural, comparative per-
spective to shed light on the cultural construction of disability. Drawing 
on the well-established distinction between “individualism” and “collectiv-
ism” (Triandis 1990; Hofstede 2001; Hofstede and Hofstede 2005; Schim-
mack, Oishi and Diener 2005), I probe the viability of this cultural 
distinction to provide building blocks toward a more general analytical 
framework. Th e individualism / collectivism distinction refl ects a funda-
mental issue that all cultures must resolve: how to weigh the claims of the 
individual self and those of the group, especially when both confl ict. Indi-
vidualist cultures tend to give priority to the claims of the individual, refut-
ing the idea that the group has legitimate claims over the individual. In 
collectivist cultures the claims of the group (family, peers, work group, 
company, nation) trump those of the individual.

Avner Greif (1994) builds his defi nition of individualist and collectivist 
cultures around the concepts of integration and segregation. In a collectiv-
ist society “the social structure is ‘segregated’ in the sense that each indi-
vidual socially and economically interacts mainly with members of a specifi c 
religious, ethnic or familial group . . .” (913). Enforcement is achieved mainly 
through “ ‘informal’ economic and social institutions, and members of col-
lectivist societies feel involved in the lives of other members of their group.” 
In individualist societies “the social structure is ‘integrated’ in the sense 
that economic transactions are conducted among people from diff erent 
groups and individuals shift frequently from one group to another” (913).

In an individualistic culture a person with a disability would thus be 
seen as someone to be integrated. In collectivist cultures, by contrast, the 
disabled person can more likely expect to be segregated from the larger 
community in subordination to the group.

For the case of individuals with a disability, this diff erence might be 
refl ected thusly:
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However, on another interpretation, one might arrive at the reverse predic-
tion. Individualism can also be seen as characteristic of a society in which 
each pursues his or her self-interest, leaving the weak to their own fate. By 
contrast, collectivist cultures might be seen as those in which the group 
cares for the needy member. As we shall see, this alternative hypothesis is 
not supported by the available data, although it points to the ambivalence 
of cultural orientations vis-à-vis the disabled.

Data

In the next section, I use data on the incidence of disability among school-
age children along with data from Geert Hofstede’s (2001) study of cross-
cultural diff erences to test the hypothesis that individualist cultures exhibit 
a higher recognition of disability than collectivist ones. In the third section I 
deepen the analysis by adding cultural and institutional detail for the 
United States and Japan.

Individualism / Collectivism

To test the hypothesis I draw on data about global culture diff erences and 
OECD / UN data on disability and development. Hofstede’s well-known 
cross-cultural data include individualism / collectivism as one of four major 
dimensions, the other three being power distance, uncertainty avoidance, 
and masculinity / feminity (Hofstede and Hofstede 2005). While not 
without detractors (Mcsweeney 2002), Hofstede’s are the only data which 

Table 2
Individualist and collectivist orientations to disability

Macro-Level Micro-Level

Individualist Cultures Integration: inclusion 
through equal rights

Personalized 
accommodation and 
support

Collectivist Cultures segregation: 
disability=problem of 
primordial group and/or 
special segregated 
institutions

Shunning, avoiding, 
outcasting
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include a large number of the world’s nations and are accepted by many 
students of national culture. In table 1, high values in column 2 (Individu-
alism) refl ect a focus on individualism and low values refl ect a collectivist 
orientation.

Economic Development

As a control, this analysis includes a measure of human development. Th e 
United Nations annually reports a broad measure of development, the 
human development index (HDI), which is based on health care, educa-
tion, and wealth. I included this measure to assess potential independent 
eff ects of economic and social development as opposed to individualism. 
Countries with developed social infrastructures are likely to have more 
resources available to allocate to the needs of disabled children.

International Disability Statistics

International disability statistics are, at this point, poorly developed. Glenn 
Fujiura and Violet Rutkowski (2001:69) provide the most recent com-
mentary on the state of the fi eld: “Disability identifi cation is a judgment 
on the human condition and its statistical summary represents more than 
a simple enumeration of those who are disabled and those who are not.” In 
addition to diff erent standards as to what counts as a disability, the avail-
able fi gures also refl ect idiosyncratic factors. For example, Inge Komardjaja 
(2001) has pointed out that in Indonesia the idea of a “barrier-free envi-
ronment” for disabled people is an unlikely proposition not only because 
of the country’s economic poverty, but also because tradition and custom 
make the problem largely irrelevant for the disabled members of the urban 
middle-class in Indonesia which has always had recourse to maidservants 
and chauff eurs.

Th e disability data are composed from reports by the OECD (Cen ter 
for Educational Research and Innovation) (OECD 2004) and the United 
Nations Disability Statistics Database (DISTAT) (United Nations 2006).

Analysis

Given the limited standardization of international disability statistics the 
following results can only be read as an indication of a general tendency.
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In the multiple regression analysis reported in table 3 only the relation-
ship between individualism and disability rate was statistically signifi cant 
(p < .001). Also, the correlation between individualism and percentage 
disabled was stronger than that between development and percentage dis-
abled. For an estimate of the independent eff ects of these two variables on 
disability classifi cation rates see table 3.

Table 3
Predicting percentage disabled from individualism and SES development 

across cultures (N=30)

CE SE Standardized beta

Intercept −4.103 2.427
Individualism  0.093 *** 0.021 0.778
HDI  4.104 n.s. 3.537 0.278

*** p < .001

Th e regression results show that individualism is a strong predictor of dis-
ability classifi cation rates. In contrast, HDI is not a statistically signifi cant 
predictor of disability classifi cation rates once a society’s individualistic ori-
entation is taken into account. Th us, cultural orientation appears to have 
a stronger infl uence on a society’s recognition of disability than the avail-
ability of economic resources.

Culture and Disability: A Closer Look

Th e analysis provides an important clue for the direction of research into 
the link between culture and disability. It confi rms the hypothesis that 
individualism is positively related to the recognition of disability. Assum-
ing that the biological incidence of most forms of disability is culture-
indiff erent, this would mean that individualistic cultures are more sensitive 
to the existence of disability and more prepared to intervene. Th is result 
will be counter-intuitive to those who view individualism as a culture of 
selfi sh self-promotion, and collectivism as a culture in which individuals 
care strongly for the welfare of all group members.
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United States – Values and History

In England and the United States there has been a long tradition of chari-
table dedication to “the less fortunate.” Adam Smith believed that a civil 
society needed to guarantee the poor and disabled the opportunity to 
“walk in public without shame” (Smith [1776] 1937:821). Th is tradition 
has led to the creation of many institutions that off er assistance to the blind, 
the deaf, and the mentally impaired. But the aggregate eff ect of these early 
eff orts remained largely patchwork. Only the 20th century has seen mas-
sive moves towards the institutionalization of the disability problem. In 
the United States this change has been driven by two classifi catory shifts. 
In the fi rst shift, the once dominant frame of “backward” (suggesting devi-
ation from Anglo-Saxon, cultural standards of normalcy) was replaced by 
“feeble-minded” (suggesting deviation from standards of cognitive intelli-
gence) and fi nally by “learning disabled” (suggesting deviations from med-
ical standards of health). Th e ‘backward’ category was used as late as 1927 
when it was changed to ‘mentally defi cient,’ in line with the popularly 
emerging idea of intelligence and intelligence testing. Th e categories “deli-
cate,” “epileptic,” and “socially maladjusted” were similarly retired from 
use after World War II (Richardson 1999).

In addition to the shift away from negatively judgmental to increasingly 
clinical labels, we also witness a change from a custodial to a remedial ori-
entation. In fact, the expansion of special needs education from 1% of the 
age cohort in 1950 to 14% in 2006 is to a large extend driven by the 
growth of the ‘learning disabled’ category. Th e classifi er ‘learning disabled’ 
includes “specifi c learning disabilities” like dyslexia, and perceptual disor-
ders. Male students make up the larger share of students diagnosed as 
learning disabled.

Christianity and Western Rationalism

To understand the relationship between Christianity and the public recog-
nition of disability, consider this quotation from the Reverend Dr. Richard 
Poole, a Scottish Presbyterian, writing in 1825:

What, but the most culpable indiff erence, can account for those appalling 
and truly heart-rending spectacles, so often witnessed in almost every village, 
and, still more marvelously, in the streets of our largest cities? Is it as a foil, 
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one might ask, or in compliment, to the usually enjoyed proportion of intel-
lect, that the poor idiot is permitted, if not encouraged, by the carelessness of 
his nominal keepers and the dole of sickening humanity, in his objectless and 
staring perambulations among us? If this be the motive, why is so important a 
personage, as he must necessarily be esteemed, allowed to become the recipient 
of every abuse and cruelty, which wantonness or fi end-like perversity thinks 
proper to heap upon him? Is he not entitled, if his visitations be either profi t-
able or tolerable, to, at least, the humane treatment which our laws award to 
the brute creation? May not even his exterior resemblance to our species be 
somewhat enhanced, by his being furnished with a decent garb, to cover his 
nakedness, and protect him from the inclemencies of the weather, or the 
harsher inclemencies of an insulting and a prostituted superiority? Finally, is 
there not a possibility if he must go at large, of guarding him against brutality 
and outrage, with as much care, at least, as is manifested in the preservation 
of property? (Poole 1825:242, my emphasis, HDM)

Applying to the “poor idiot” the ethical imperative of his Christian (Pres-
byterian) credo, the Reverend Pool sees in him an “important personage” 
who has title on the common decencies that civilized society off ers its 
members. Yet, behind the sincere indignation one also hears the faint echo 
of a desire for segregation to aff ord them a treatment that might end their 
“objectless perambulations among us.”

Southeast-Asia

Whether economically developed or not, Asian nations recognize only a 
fraction of the disabilities that Western countries do. Th is is true for rap-
idly developing countries like China and India, as well as advanced and 
relatively wealthy nations like Japan, Singapore, Hong Kong, Korea, etc. 
Predominant infl uences within these countries are Confucian and Bud-
dhist thought (although I will focus here mostly on the former).

In China, large-scale institutionalization of disability is largely a matter 
of the last 25 years. For most of its long history, China has provided no 
institutional support for the disabled. Although special schools for the 
blind and hearing impaired were set up in some of China’s urban centers 
early in the 20th century (founded by Western missionaries), systematic 
attention to the needs of disabled students issuing in the creation of school 
space for these children, is of very recent origin. Currently, there are some 
8 million children (under 14) with disabilities in China. Of these, only 
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around 80,000 enjoy school services. Prior to 1949 there were only 2000 
students with disabilities registered in some kind of educational institu-
tion, mostly for the deaf and blind. By 1965 that number had increased to 
22,850. During the Cultural Revolution between 1966 and 1976 special 
education came to a virtual standstill. Deng Pufang, head of the China 
Welfare Fund (and disabled son of Deng Xiaoping) noted in 1989 that 
“the development of special education in this country is far behind the 
development of the economy” in China. For example, only 20% of visual – 
or hearing-impaired students go to school. In the case of mental retarda-
tion the ratio is even lower (Epstein 1992). Only during the 1980s did 
disabled students begin to fi nd access to higher education, with 5000 stu-
dents admitted, but again only fi ve of China’s 1075 institutions of higher 
education opened their doors to disabled students. Th e training of special 
education teachers is of similarly recent origin (Yang and Wang 1994).

Hanlin Yang and HongBo Wang comment that “despite ancient foun-
dations [in favor of helping the disabled, HDM] discrimination and 
extreme social stigma are commonplace in present day China” (53). 
“. . . many parents . . . do not traditionally evidence a positive view of the 
child with a disability . . . Frequently, the child is either ignored or exces-
sively cared for in an attempt of the parents to compensate for their ‘mis-
take’” (64). Th roughout the country, but especially in rural areas, severe 
social stigma attends to disability. Children are hidden from normal social 
interaction. Having disabled children is seen as personal embarrassment by 
many parents.

Th e Ambivalence of Confucianism

Th e fact that government offi  cials as well as parents and communities did 
not perceive a need for action in the case of disabled children despite a 
cultural tradition which emphasizes the importance of education and the 
importance of empathizing with those in need, calls for an explanation. 
Clearly, the humanism of Confucius and his followers was authentic and 
sincere. According to Li Yang (1998) Confucius’ moral teachings, centered 
on ‘humanity’ or ‘benevolence’ (ren), which also signifi es love for one’s 
neighbor. Th is virtue manifests itself in all types of relations between 
human beings and contains the germ of fi lial piety (xiao), respect for the 
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elderly (ti) among other virtues. All these qualities stem from ren, which 
enjoins human beings to show mutual sympathy, solicitude and respect, 
and to watch over one another.

Th e book of rites asks that “bachelors, widows, orphans, single, handi-
capped, and sick should be supported” (Yang and Wang 1994:94). Th e 
powerful must not abuse the powerless, and the rich need to respect the 
poor. What, then, explains the historic lack of attention to disability despite 
Confucianism’s call to aid the disabled? A brief look at Japan off ers further 
pointers.

Japan

According to Japanese government data, about 1.6% of the student popu-
lation have a disability. Most of these students are segregated from the 
mainstream. Th e vast majority of students with disabilities are educated in 
special schools. Th e mainstreaming of children into regular classes is still 
the exception (see table 4).

Th e use of the category “specifi c learning disability” in the United States 
has no equivalent in Japan, or, for that matter, in most other countries. Th e 
distinguishing characteristic of these disabilities is that they impede the 
learning of students with otherwise normal intelligence (“discrepancy” 
model). Th e best known of these ‘specifi c learning disabilities’ is probably 
dyslexia, along with similar disabilities aff ecting students’ ability to write 
(“dysgraphia”) or count (“dyscalculia”).

We may surmise that one reason for Japan’s drastically lower number of 
“special needs” children is that it does not count as disabled otherwise 
normal learners with delimited diffi  culties. Conversely, the US classifi ca-
tion of “specifi c learning disability” picks up many of the ‘milder’ disabili-
ties that would not get on the radar in Japan. Another disability less likely 
to be counted in Japan would seem to be the “ADD/ADHD” syndrome, 
which makes up a big part of the “other” category, 9.3% in the US.

Another key diff erence between the US and Japan is visible in the types 
of accommodation provided to special needs students. While the US 
attempts (and largely succeeds) to accommodate the majority of disabled 
students in mainstream school environments, about 80% of disabled 
students in Japan – the majority of the intellectually and emotionally 
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disabled – are taught either in special classes (49%) or special schools (30%). 
Th e remaining 20% of disabled students (mostly speech and language 
impaired) are taught in “Tsukyu” or “Yago Gakko” resource rooms (Special 
education in Japan at www.nise.go.jp).

Change in 1979/1980 resulted from international pressure and domes-
tic social movements. Hayashi and Okuhira (2001) detail the role of social 
movements to push the frontier of recognition, e.g. people with cerebral 
palsy active in 1960–1980s, the emergence of the independent living 
movement in 1980s, and the current disability rights movement. Th e 
admission of all students into public education began only in 1979 when 
Yago-Gakko offi  cially became part of compulsory education. Since then, 
municipalities are required to provide suffi  cient space to accommodate 

Table 4
Special Education in USA and Japan

Students with disabilities in % USA1 Japan2

14%
(2006)

1,6%
(2003)

Students with disabilities by type USA Japan

Specifi c Learning Disabilities 45 n/a
Speech or Language Impaired 19 17
Mental Retardation 9 46
Emotional Disturbance (eg. autism) 11 17
Multiple Disabilities 2 n/a
Developmental Delay 1.3 n/a
Hearing Impaired 1.2  5
Orthopedic Impaired 1  8
Visual Impaired .5  3
Traumatic Brain Injury .4 n/a
Deaf-Blindness .1  3
Other (incl. ADD / ADHD) 9.3 n/a

1) Source: www.IDEAdata.org, table B2A (fi gures rounded)
2) Special Education in Japan. (http://www.nise.go.jp/en; fi gures converted to %)
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students with disabilities. Japanese law still provides for exemption from 
compulsory education for the severely disabled.

As Yui Murakami and Meyer (this issue) point out, 1981 represented a 
watershed year for the recognition of the disabled. Th is was the year when 
the United Nations’ International Year of Disabled Persons was held, 
beginning an international campaign for people with disabilities. Among 
the early results of this commitment was the beginning of an eff ort to 
eliminate stigmatizing language from daily use in media and education 
(Gottlieb 2001). Katharina Heyer (2000) argues that international agen-
cies like the UN are able to eff ectively pressure Japan due to its constitu-
tional commitment in article 98/2 to endow customary international law 
with domestic legal force. Yet, she contends that much of this commit-
ment to ‘normalization’ remains rhetorical, to date.

A mix of cultural and institutional factors can explain the slow pace of 
change in Japan. Essentially, a collectivist culture has produced a segrega-
tionist disability model that is hard to reform. One example is the institu-
tionalized under-reporting of disability at the government level. Persons 
with disabilities continue to be in one of fi ve categories: either in one of the 
traditional special schools, in a Yago Gakko, in special classrooms within 
the public schools, in a regular classroom where their disability is ignored, 
or at home. Th e students in the last two categories never show up in educa-
tion disability statistics, which means that the Japanese government under-
reports disability. “Th e former Ministry of Education had not conducted 
an investigation into the conditions of these students [in regular class-
rooms], because they assumed no such students existed in general class-
rooms” (Murakami 2007:56).

Table 5
Special needs students: Type of accommodation in Japan in %3

Type of Accommodation %

Resource room 19% (mostly speech / language & emot.)
Special classes 49% (mostly intellectual and emotional)
Special schools 30% (mostly intellectual and physical)

3) Special Education in Japan. (http://www.nise.go.jp/en; fi gures converted to %)
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Parents, for their part, still accept ‘voluntary’ withdrawal of their chil-
dren from the system, which laws and regulation allow. Th eir eff orts to 
avoid confl ict, along with a traditional acceptance of the government author-
ity mean that few parents will actively fi ght for their child’s proper place-
ment. A rare exception occurred recently in an interesting case reported by 
Yuri Murakami. A student named Suzuka who was cognitively normally 
developed but needed hourly phlegm aspiration was declined admission 
in the public school. Only after the parents resisted was the decision 
reversed.

Concerning Teachers

Th e existence of a national curriculum means that teachers don’t have 
much leeway to accommodate individual students. As a result, there are 
large numbers of students with learning disabilities in the regular class-
rooms without appropriate accommodation.

Discussion

On the whole, the institutional diff erences between the American and 
the Japanese system boil down to (a) Japan’s legal regulations lacking 
“teeth” that would allow concerned individuals to fi ght for their rights; and 
(b) the system lacking resources to accommodate the many students that 
are under-served. Th ere is no legal requirement for such a program in 
Japan, nor is there the right of due process when a case is not agreed on, 
nor do parents or students have the right to be included in the decision-
making process. Th ese institutional defi cits, in turn, are enabled by Japan’s 
culture. Th at the absence of enforceable rights is not perceived as a prob-
lem is readily explained by the collectivist culture that prizes harmony and 
group-conformity.

Th e fundamental institution is the family. People trust in small, face-to-
face communities, not abstract contractual relations (Cheng 1944). Con-
fucianism views the family as the basic unit of society. Saving face (not 
being publicly embarrassed) and not causing shame to others are impor-
tant. All these values support the creation of harmony at the level of the 
family. Th ey mitigate against seeking redress for problems in the public 
sphere, as well as against the creation of abstract, contractual relations 
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between individuals and civic institutions. A related factor is the weak civil 
society tradition (De Bary 1991:212). Confucianism and Buddhism are 
adverse to public agitation and change. It emphasizes the need for har-
mony and stability. Th e people are not viewed as an active change agent.

Conclusion

When viewed in a cross-national, global perspective, disability is subject to 
diff erent cultural and political dynamics. One of these is the diff erential 
impact collectivist cultures have on the recognition of disability when 
compared to individualist cultures. Being rooted in long-established cul-
tural traditions, these diff erences are unlikely to be eroded by globaliza-
tion. I concur with Groce (1999:6) who points out that “as international 
health and development agencies are increasingly coming to realize, new 
and old ideas often co-exist and frequently co-mingle, producing hybrids 
that are neither wholly the old nor the new system.”

Concerning the practical impact of the relevant cultural beliefs, our 
analysis suggests that the Western, Protestant-Individualist cultural heri-
tage has played an important role in the West’s breaking out from a segre-
gationist disability model to an individual and rights-based tradition. As 
Weber (1988) argued almost a century ago, religiously embedded cultural 
Leitmotivs support direct and indirect ways a normative stance towards 
the disabled. It appears that rationalism (which mitigates against magical 
explanations of disability), individualism (which emphasizes the unique-
ness of each individual independent of his or her family or group), and 
civil society (which facilitates voluntary association and social movements) 
have played a key role in realizing the promise of equality and human 
rights for the disabled.
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